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of the glycolytic mechanism as a whole, however, 
does not satisfactorily explain the fluoride effect, 
inasmuch as iodoacetate,, which produces the opposite 
effect to fluoride on ovU.lation, also inhibits 
glycolysiss. Oxalate, which is without significant 
effect on ovulation, may !tlso inhibit glycolysis under 
certain conditions, but is without effect on living 
yeast, presum'l.bly because of its failure to penetrate•. 

We h'l.ve been obliged to discontinue these experi· 
ments temporarily owing to the advent of the. season 
of spontaneous ovulation in our frogs. 
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Treatment of Blackwater Fever 
HlEMOLYTIC substances were demonstrated in the 

peripheral blood of three patients. They appear a 
few minutes before an attack of hremoglobiruemia 
and are rapidly removed from the. serum by the red 
blood cells. The hremolytic properties of the serum 
can be preserved· if the red blood cells are rapidly 
removed by centrifuging1• 

The hremolytic- process is accentuated by quinine 
(1 in 300), pamaquine (1 in 1,000) and mepacrine 
(I in 500) and antagonized by antivenine ( 1 in 300) ; 
antivenine also antagonizes the action of drugs. 

The clinical use of antivenine has been attended 
with complete success. 200 mi. initially, followed by 
10 mi. at intervals of four hours, completely cut short 
.an attack of blackwater fever in thirty-six cases, in 
which the mortality ordinarily would have been 
25---50 per cent. Furthermore, in three cases, the 
administration of mepacrine . in full doses together 
with antivenine cured the blackwater fever together 
with the causative malignant malaria. 
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Structure of Cellulose 
IN a recent communication', Peirce has put for

ward considerations on the structure of cellulose 
based on a pyranose ring in w:hich the five carbon 
atoms are nearly co-planar and there is a right angle 
between the bonds of the ring oxygen. We should 
like to say that to invoke such a configuration is 
unnecessary and unjustified by the evidence. To be 
sure, a flat or flattish ring was long current in the 
X-ray literature on cellulose•, but it was niwer easy 
to see the real need for it, and latterly Meyer and 
Misch8 have stated that the X-ray intensities sup 7 

port the 'armchair' ring equally well and have gone 
over to that form. 

Contrary to what Peirce suggests, the trans-, or 
armchair, form of the Sachse strainless ring does give 
the observed fibre period of cellulose very closely 
(10·37 A. as · compared with 10·30 A.), if one takes 
1 ·54 A. for the length of the C-C bond and I ·42 A. 
for the C-0 bond, with the tetrahedral angle for the 
carbon inter-bond angle and ll0° for the oxygen 
inter-bond angle•. Our own immediate interest in 
the matter arises from an X·ray study of the structure 
of alginic .acid and its relation to that of cellulose 
and its derivatives. To reproduce quite accurately 
the characteristic dimensional features of these .two 
different chain configurations (and probably of pectin 
also), _we have not yet found any necessity either for 
going outside such concepts of sugar chemistry as 
have· been built up particularly by Haworth, Hirst 
and their collaborators, or for departing seriously 
from accepted bond-lengths and angles derived from 
simpler compounds; and full-scale models, also, that 
we have constructed 9f regenerated cellulose are 
satisfactory in these respects. 

In support of his proposals, Peirce cites the earlier 
work of Cox and his collaborators : their later work, 
however, goes far to establish the strainless armchair 
ring. Cox and Jeffrey on glucosamine hydrobromide6, 

for example, go almost all the way; but perhaps the 
most convincing evidence . is found in an X-ray in
vestigation by Cox and Brown • of the crystal struc
ture of xyloside. Here a three-dimensional 
Patterson synthesis reveals only three vectors of 
length approximately 1 ·5 A., and there is only one 
form of the xyloside molecule that is compatible with 
such a result, namely, the strainless armchair. The 
same shape of molecule provides also what appears 
to be a unique explanation of the observed intensities 
of reflexion from the (304) and (402) planes. 
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IT is not stated whether the new structure for 
cellulose proposed by Dr. F. T. Peirce1 is in better 
a&'reement with the X-ray intensities than those pre
viously put forward; but as some justification for 
it is sought in. the earlier work of the Birmingham 
school, the following observations may be relevant. 
These observations are of a somewhat general 
charaoter as the records of my unpublished work are 
not at present at hand. 

At the time the paper 2 quoted by Peirce was 
written, technique was insufficiently advanced 
for detailed analyses of individual saccharides to be 
made, and the views advanced as to the conforma
tion of the pyranose ring were based on a general 
survey of a large number of compounds. In the 
light of more recent work, it seelllS probable that as 
the molecular arrangement in polyhydroxy com
pounds is determined largely by the distribution of 
OH groups, whereas that in methylated sugars de
pends chiefly on general molecular shape, deductions 
from ·a survey covering both types are not so con-
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